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Recently, while preparingmaterials for an upcoming
course, I was reminded of how much my own style and
approach to the classroom has changed in the 10 years
since I began as a faculty member. Fresh out of residency
training and new in my teaching role, the sense of ex-
citement I felt in sharingmy clinical knowledge with new
learners often overpoweredmymemory of being a novice
learner and feeling overwhelmed and frightened of all that
I did not know. As a result, during my first years of
teaching, my lectures were packed full of information,
with less concern given to how I engaged with students
and residents during the learning process itself. While
teaching, I also found myself lost in worrying about how
the classwas perceivingme. I fixated on any errors Imade
in preparing or delivering the materials that I could ad-
dress in future course offerings. These distractionswere in
addition to the normal intersection of priorities related to
starting a new faculty position, which included respon-
sibilities at my practice site, service to various organiza-
tions, and experiential teaching.

Like many faculty members, over time I gained
maturity and experience (as well as received keenly ac-
curate and insightful student evaluations of my teaching)
and became increasingly more learner-centered in my
approach to teaching. I began to regularly ask myself,
“What did I know at this stage in my own learning pro-
cess?” and “How did I feel before and after learning this
information for the first time?” when deciding which in-
formation to include in my teaching and how to organize
it. Because of this approach, the same sense of excitement
I initially felt about teaching is still present, but it is fil-
tered retrospectively as I intentionally place myself psy-
chologically and cognitively back in the role of the novice
learner. The balance of intersecting priorities has also
abated somewhat over time as knowledge gained and
relationships developed have helped me understand the

team-based approach to all aspects of the faculty member
role. While the changes I implemented were helpful, I
found that during class I was still thinking ahead about
ways to improve the material for subsequent iterations
rather than focusing on the “in-the-moment” experience
of the learners in front of me. I found that the goal of it-
erative improvement over time was preventing me from
being mentally and cognitively present with the learners
during the process. Stated anotherway, thinking about the
future was blocking my ability to live in the now.

This concept of being “in the moment” with learners
is similar to aspects of the acting profession. Much has
been written about teaching as its own type of perfor-
mance art, with discussion of applying the “TED Talk”
model, which focuses on storytelling and communication,
to instructional activities.1-4 Less has been written, how-
ever, on the deeper and more nuanced lessons acting may
provide for how we view learning as well as learners
themselves that can help us improve our craft as teachers.5-7

Importantly, for this discussion I am not referring to the
nature of scripted performance (vs improvisational) or any
semblance of presenting fictional material for learners, but
rather on how actors are trained and how aspects of that
training can apply to education.

Actors are taught to embody their characters and feel
their emotions genuinely and deeply so that the perfor-
mance is perceived by the audience as authentic.7,8 They
are taught to be present with their thoughts and feelings in
every moment of the performance to help carry forward
this authenticity and be as true as possible to the character.
The discipline of method acting (short for the “Sta-
nislavski Method” from the name of the Russian theater
guru) takes this approach a step further by encouraging
actors to apply their own life experiences (and the cor-
responding emotions) to those felt by their characters,
allowing the actor to join with the character in a symbiotic
relationship that deepens the connection with the audi-
ence.9Method acting encourages theparticipant todevelop
deep self-awareness and allows actors to convincingly play
a range of different characters in a credible and believable
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manner.10 Critical to any approach to acting, regardless of
the subject matter or style, are the foundational compo-
nents of focusing on the audience and understanding the
importance of establishing and nurturing productive
emotional connections with them. In a larger sense, the
idea of performance in general as a directional activity
(meaning directed from the performer to the audience) is
less accurate than the concept of a relationship being
formed between the performer and the audience.11

A logical question raised through the comparison of
teaching and acting is how can we as faculty members
seeking to improve our craft incorporate these lessons
from acting without becoming lost in the improvement
process itself? I believe the key lies in our basic approach
to teaching, embodied in the question, “Where are you
when you are teaching?” Actor Patrick Stewart, famous
for his roles as Captain Jean-Luc Picard in Star Trek: The
Next Generation and Professor X in the X-Men movie
series, began his acting career in the United Kingdom as a
member of the Royal Shakespeare Company. Even after
his stints in those famous movie and television roles, he
returned to the stage to act in a production of Samuel
Beckett’s Waiting for Godot. When discussing his ap-
proach to the theater and live acting, Stewart has noted
that his focus prior to and during his performance is on the
audience member who has never experienced the theater
before and to make sure throughout the play that he re-
mains present with the audience and authentic to the
emotions felt by the characters.12 In essence, Stewart
keeps his focus on being and remaining present with the
audience so that each attendee can truly engage in a re-
lationship with him through his character and experience
the intended emotions along with him.

Analogous to an actor’s approach to each perfor-
mance being the first (and maybe only) one that an au-
dience member will experience, it is critical for us as
educators not to lose sight that the learners (our “audi-
ence”) may only experience one “performance” (or
“moment” in acting parlance) of our material. While we
can reflect and consider our entire body of work as edu-
cators, each learner deserves the opportunity of being
“present” with the educator in the same way an actor
should be present with the audience during a perfor-
mance. Understanding this aspect can help us to improve
not just our teaching but our personal and professional
relationships with others as well.

In discussions with other faculty members, both
within and apart from evaluations and performance re-
views, there are typically conversations about improve-
ments and changes in the delivery of content over time.
These types of iterative changes could include the addi-
tion or removal of new or extraneous information,

inclusion of new active-learning modalities, or even a
complete overhaul of course material, all of which are
likely valid and necessary alternations. But I encourage
instructors and faculty members to take the opportunity
during their normal processes for performance im-
provement to consider how well they seek out connec-
tions with learners during their instructional time and
whether they are truly present “in the moment” of
learning. Similar to how actors seek connection with the
audience, teachers should seek connection with learners
and be focused on the overall experience of learning itself
rather than solely on the intricacies of the changes made
since the last offering of the material or that should be
made in the future.

Being reliably in the moment and present with
learners are attributes that may seem logical as best
practices, but their continued execution can also take
practice and repetition to improve just like any skill we
work to develop over our careers. As a means of facili-
tating this practice in my own teaching, I have begun to
take a few moments prior to any instructional activity to
center myself cognitively and reflect on the notion that
learners deserve my full attention and engagement with
them, just as Iwould expect that level of engagement from
anyone with whom I am communicating or working.
Regardless of the content delivered or modality of in-
struction, resetting our cognitive focus on making the
most out of the relationship formed between instructor
and learner can help us provide the best experience for our
audience.
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